mezcal
ARTESANAL

/ ANCESTRAL

tras cendent
wisdom

"Without a doubt SIERPE NEGRA® encloses time,
effort, wisdom and patience inside each Mezcal
drink, that become a joy and a sign of coexistence
in every palate "

.com

It is born from the transmission of the feelings of passion, of

The idea of excellence led SIERPE NEGRA® time and

the Oaxaca Mezcal masters who do the Mezcal, love for

patience, in the search for the best places to growth of

the land, respect for our ancestors and our history; it grows

agave, palenques and mezcaleros masters of Oaxaca,

with the desire of transcendence, relevance, pride and

finally finding harmony between these, that today is a

transfer of Mexican culture to the whole world and

reality.

culminates with the idea to return to the origin of the
distillation process Mexican agave, respecting ancestral

From the experience of producing the best Mezcal from

ways and evolving with knowledge that over time they

West and South of Mexico, results in SIERPE NEGRA®

have been perfecting.

Mezcal, which contains history, tradition and pride with an
evolutionary touch that distinguishes us and conditions to

In this way they are used, recognized and fused (merged)
the processes of elaboration of Mezcal in any of its
invocations, resulting in 100% Mexican drink of supreme
quality, complying with the highest national standards and
international organizations, positioning themselves at the
level of most recognized distillates from around the world.

always be at the forefront.

sierpe
negra
The "Guelaguetza" is a traditional show of great diversity; it
has the purpose of transmitting through music, dance and
poetry, a version of the history of Oaxaca, from the
pre-Hispanic times until today, using decorative
representations such as marmots and "zancudos"; women
dressed with color during traditional parade named
"Calendas", among others, where highlights the participation
of the "Sierpe" which is a kind of giant snake.
In the "Mixteca" region, when there is a storm or as wining
rain, it is said that it came out "a water snake or of rain ",
symbol of the celestial water, of the clouds a rainy season. It
is related to the storm and the existence of water grounds,
that is, when there is a water snake life a lagoon, but when it
changes it dries out of place. Sometimes its presence is
guessed at observe something bright among the clouds in
the middle of a Downpour.
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Mezcal SIERPE NEGRA® has its origin in the
wisdom, tradition and culture of the Oaxaca
's Towns, in which the story feels still alive of
our ancestors and you the close relationship
with the environment at which they represent
in a humanized way. SIERPE NEGRA®
represents the majesty of the "water snake"
being a mezcal of strong and defined
presence, captivating the senses that he
touches around him, is the cause of fleeting
sensations of mysticism and amazement in
principle and dominance permanent.

Smell and characteristic smoke, earth and
grass flavors, the result of years of dedication
and care to harvest the best agave mature
previously selected. Is the product of the
knowledge and effort of generations
predecessors of our Mezcal teachers, of
Mixteco & Zapoteco origins, which transform
the content of the heart of the agave, in a
mystical drink worthy to be the center of
religious celebrations, social and cultural they
represent an ancestral identity.
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IN SIGHT
Crystal, Brilliant with Silver tones.

sierpenegra

artesanal

TO SMELL
Cooked Agave, Dried Fruit and Aromatic Herbs. Balsamic
notes, Eucalyptus, Wild Anise. Apple and Dried apricot,
Orange peel Crystallized, Roasted Pineapple, Yellow

ROASTING: Earthen Pits

Lemon, touches of Laurel, Rosemary and black pepper,

MILLING: Stone (Tahona)

Wild Sweet Potato, Banana Leaf and Leather. Smoked

FERMENTATION: Wooden Vats

Medium-Rustic, Mezquite wood, Balanced. Minerality:

DISTILLATION: Double Distillation In Copper Potstills

Water of Cantaro (Wet Clay).

AGAVE: Angustifolia Haw
AGE: Joven
ABV: 45%
VILLAGE: San Luis Del Río
STATE: Oaxaca
MEZCALERO: Raúl Cruz
PRODUCTION: Limited To 1250 Bottles per Batch
QUALITY: NOM-070-SCFI-2016
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SIZE: 750 ml

TO TASTE
In the mouth it remembers the Leather and Tobacco
touches with a spicy finish, notes of dried fruit, Medium
Complexity

IN SIGHT
Crystal, Brilliant with Silver tones.

sierpenegra

ancestral

TO SMELL
Cooked Agave, Dry Aromatic Herbs,Vegetables.
Grapefruit, Sour Orange, Dominican Banana,Thyme,
Light minerality of Tibia Stone. Smoked Medium- High-

ROASTING: Earthen Pits

Rustic, Remember to "Mezquite" firewood.

MILLING: Wooden Mallet
FERMENTATION: Wooden Vats
DISTILLATION: Double Distillation In Clay Potstills
AGAVE: Angustifolia Haw

TO TASTE
In the mouth it reminds the "tunas" (prickly pear) and

AGE: Joven

"jicamas" (fresh yam), a touch of jalapetio pepper and

ABV: 45%

Dry Cured Ham "Serrano" notes. Pungent and hot alcohol

VILLAGE: San Mateo Sindihui
STATE: Oaxaca
MEZCALERO: Clemente E. Reyes

drying. Mineral and Smoked Finish Rustic and powerful, of
Medium-Low Complexity.

PRODUCTION: Limited To 660 Bottles per Batch
QUALITY: NOM-070-SCFI-2016
SIZE: 750 ml
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CONTACT US
GUADALAJARA:
s.renteria@sierpenegra.com
n.barba@sierpenegra.com
h.rivera@sierpenegra.com
l.sauceda@sierpenegra.com
f.chavez@sierpenegra.com

OAXACA:
h.gomez@sierpenegra.com
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